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Calico Wallpaper is pleased to present a new 

collection made with guest designer Sam 

Baron. Noir brings focus to essential materials and 

techniques to discover depth in simplicity. 

Using only paper, paint, and brush, we explored 

the tactile qualities of each of these three elements, 

working with details of the texture, hand gesture, 

scale, and composition. The result is a bold papier-

peint collection characterized by broad brushstrokes 

that capture the richness that is revealed through 

restraint and study. 
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SIL K

Silk’s supple texture evokes the 
fluid movements of water
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E A RT H

Growth and renewal emerge from 
Earth’s rich depths
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S A M  B A R O N   

Born in France, Sam Baron has a degree in 

Design from the Fine Arts School of Saint 

Etienne and a post-graduate degree from the 

National Decorative Arts School of Paris.

Baron loves to reinterpret traditional methods of 

construction, raising questions about the utility of 

today’s material productions. He creates products, 

exhibition and interior design projects, giving life to 

cross-over works mixing art and design.

He is an independent designer and consultant for 

international companies such as Louis Vuitton, 

La Redoute, Vista Alegre and the French liquor 

brand Hennessy. He has been consultant as 

Design director for Fabrica, the international 

communication research center based in Italy, 

during a decade.
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In 2009 Baron received the “Grand Prix 

de la Creation de la Ville de Paris” in the 

design category and in 2010 Philippe Starck 

selected him as one of the ten important 

designers of the next decade. 

Sam Baron currently lives and works 

between Portugal and France where 

he recently took part of the think tank 

platform Thinkers&Doers.
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H USK

Husk evokes the synchronized 
movements of fields of tall grass
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V ELV E T

Velvet’s texture transforms  
with a passing gesture
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G L A S S

When molten, Glass can  
be sculpted into any form
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Noir is also an homage to the meticulous 

focus of the French artist Pierre Soulages 

who is famous for a practice he calls 

“Outrenoir.” He works singularly in 

black, which he sees “both as a color and 

a non-color. When light is reflected on 

black, it transforms and transmutes it. It 

opens a mental field all its own.” 
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RESIN

Resin’s umber hues  
encapsulate the past
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INK

Moving with fluidity and ease,  
Ink leaves legible traces
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Above is a preview of the full mural artwork. Additional colorways available upon request.

M U R A L  A R T W O R K
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C alico Wallpaper is a designer of bespoke 

wallpaper. The company was founded  

in Brooklyn, New York in 2013 by creative  

and life-partners Nick and Rachel Cope. 

Their process combines artisanal methods  

from the decorative arts, such as traditional 

marbling and dip-dyeing techniques,  

with innovative digital technologies.  

Calico Wallpaper works with a global roster  

of leading designers and architects. In addition  

to residential and hospitality projects,  

their designs have been exhibited internationally 

at the London Design Festival (2015, 2017, 

2019), Salone del Mobile in Milan (2015, 

2017, 2018, 2019), and have obtained a place 

in the permanent collection at Cooper Hewitt, 

Smithsonian Design Museum.

CALICO WALLPAPER    /   WA L L PA P E R  D E V E LO P M E N T

A B O U T  U S
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Click for
Retailer Library

Click for Press Kit

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d89f2kevfr0nz3g/AAAv09FwB-5Jg_4kRWz_RLXHa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vcfoa1xff6pjz0q/AADoR7ueOUi230LLZEqW5CtKa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/d89f2kevfr0nz3g/AAAv09FwB-5Jg_4kRWz_RLXHa?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/vcfoa1xff6pjz0q/AADoR7ueOUi230LLZEqW5CtKa?dl=0
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For Sales Inquiries

sales@calicowallpaper.com

Noir is available for purchase through 

Calico Wallpaper and samples 

can be ordered on the website:

www.calicowallpaper.com

http://www.calicowallpaper.com

